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1. Summary

Data:
1. Swedish HML, SMB, MKT, Momentum factors
2. Household data:

– Random sample of  70,000 Swedish households
– Demographics, annual income
– Year-end wealth 1999 – 2007 (unbalanced): 
– Every stock, mutual fund, real estate value
– Twinformation, fraternal vs. identical



1. Summary

• Construct value loading for every stock and 
mutual fund

• For every household’s risky portfolio

• From fitted age-education-immigrant profiles:
– present discounted value of  labor income 
– variance of  labor income



1. Summary

Larger value share of  risky-portfolio associated 
with
• Older
• Female household head
• Less education
• No economics education



1. Summary

Quantitatively:
• Twenty years older, 0.08 more loading on HML
• Female: 0.068 more loading on HML



1. Summary

• Idea: estimate policy function
– Relate value loadings to variation across households in 

exogenous or predetermined factors to
– Some regressions have control variables as explanators



1. Summary

Quantitatively:
• Double income volatility, 0.35 lower loading on HML
• Double financial wealth, 0.017 more loading on HML
• Double total wealth, 0.032 lower loading on HML
• Double all Krona variables (including lagged income), 

0.078 lower loading on HML



1. Summary

Robust and active:
Also true for stock-only and fund-only portfolios
True for univariate and with list of  controls
Not just due to passive returns
True for popular-stock-only and standard-stock 

only portfolios
True for professionally-close-only (poor measure) 

and not-professionally-close-only portfolios



2. Value loadings in America

Are these facts specific to Swedes?
• PSID data on stock portfolio returns
• Regress
• Regress 



• Ignoring power: 
– age effects are similar
– gender effect of  head has opposite sign: male 

headed households invest more in value (women in 
Sweden hold more idiosyncratic risk)

2. Value loadings in America



• Consistent sign: 
– total wealth lowers value loading 
– lagged labor income lowers value loading

2. Value loadings in America



“ … the empirical impact of  financial variables on the portfolio 
tilt is generally in accordance with the predictions of  risk-based 
theories …”

“wealthier households adopt value strategies because they are 
more risk tolerant and therefore more prone to bearing the 
systematic risk”

“Since value stocks carry systemic risk other than market 
portfolio return risk, . . . High book –to-market stocks should 
be picked by investors who have strong capacity to bear risk.”

3. Theory



1. If  everyone is identical, no variation in loadings
2. Baseline model: complete markets, i.i.d world, scale-

invariant preferences, differences in risk aversion and 
initial wealth

• Two fund separation theorem
– No differences in value loadings across households
– But my model has CAPM holding (no additional HML 

premium)

3. Theory



3. Theory

3. Add certain or uninsurable labor income

– Two fund separation theorem
4.  Different HML loadings in risky portfolio? 

– Different HML exposure of  different labor income  
– Different horizons

• These differences generate differences in HML 
exposure not (only) differences in risk aversion

• So paper should look for these differences



Systemic risk?  Back to America . . . 
1. Loadings on aggregate consumption growth have 

a similar pattern to loadings on HML
– Age, female and income all load similarly onto 

aggregate consumption growth as a factor
2. Loadings on MKT have a similar pattern to 

loadings on HML
3. Calculate labor income loading on HML

– Labor income loadings across households 
correlate negatively with risky portfolio loadings

• This glass is not very full

3. Theory



4. Twins
• Suppose that a physical trait was entirely determined by 

genetic factors except for rare and easily identifiable 
environmental events

• Claim: in the world you can find 100% of  the variation 
is due to environmental factors

• The intervening force is behavior, markets and/or 
governments. 



4. Conclusion

1. Fantastic data, carefully handled with 
interesting stylized facts:

– More value exposure if  more income volatility, 
older, female, less educated, less total wealth, more 
financial wealth

– Consistent with my (quick) look at (small) US data
– Facts for models to fit

2. Does this support a “risk” view?
– There is a lot of  unexplained portfolio variation

• Glass is waaay more than half  empty
– Suggest: look for measure of  hedging demand!


